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Workshop overview

• Session 1

©Eaquals #eaquals

• Overview of the CEFR and the 2018 Companion 

Volume

• Mediation in the CEFR

• Mediation as a professional competence

• Mediation competences as the backbone of a 
corporate language audit



Workshop overview

• Session 2

©Eaquals #eaquals

• The institutional language audit in practice – tools and 

uses

• From syllabus to lesson – exploring a mediation-

focused lesson plan

• CEFR descriptors at your fingertips – a CEFR filtering 

tool

• Lesson planning with mediation descriptors



Workshop overview

• Session 3

©Eaquals #eaquals

• The CEFR scales explored – qualitative and quantitative 

dimensions

• Mediation in assessment – opportunities and 

measurement criteria

• Taking Mediation in Language for Professional 

Purposes further – Eaquals project ideas

• Feedback and wrap-up



Back to the Future
Looking back - forward
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CEFR Companion Volume 2018 – Study  Work :









•  Pre-A1 absent | A1 extremely limited
•  C2 descriptors extremely limited
•  ‘plus’ levels – all missing
•  Phonology
•  Mediation
•  Pluricultural
•  Plurilingual
•  Young Learners

CEFR – wip | descriptors absent in original 









Unequal jumps

Raising Standards – each CEFR level ‘doubled’:

B2

C1

C2

B1
A2A1



Certification – The CEFR Spectrum :





the number of ...
domains   (school, work, home, etc.)

functions (ask, command, inquire, etc.)

notions   (north, south, table, mother, cat, eat, drink, etc.)

situations (meeting, e-mail, telephone, etc.)

locations (market, school, police station, etc.)

topics (weather, study, holidays, etc.)

roles (listener in audience, participant in discussion, etc)

... that a language user can deal with.

Quantity refers to:





language use is effective
leading to degree of precision

1) in understanding what is meant
2) in expressing one’s meaning

leading to communication 
with the least possible effort

language use is efficient

Quality refers to:
the degree to which



Certification – The CEFR Spectrum :

CEFR Spectrum

Quantity

Quality





Unequal jumps

Raising Standards – each CEFR level ‘doubled’:

B2

C1

C2

B1
A2A1

Quantity

Quality

A2+
B1+

B2+

Quality

Quantity
A0



•  Pre-A1 | A0
•  C2 descriptors – much larger sample
•  ‘plus’ levels | A2+ | B1+ | B2+
•  Phonology
•  Mediation
•  Pluricultural
•  Plurilingual
•  Literature or specialist text
•  22 new scales e.g. on-line conversation & 

discussion
•  Young Learners: 7 – 10 | 11 - 15

CEFR revision – thematic areas | all calibrated



CEFR Mediation – activities & strategies:

Initial
Draft 



CEFR Mediation – activities & strategies:

Initial
Draft 





CEFR Mediation – activities & strategies:

Transversal syllabus – beyond B2, or L2:

The world of work – employability:





Not everything that 
counts can be counted

Albert Einstein

… and – a propos:
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Long texts

Short texts

Abstract & 
unknown

Concrete & 
familiar

Complex 
structure

Simple 
structure

Consistent 
accuracy

Frequent 
error

Autonomy

Support



“In mediation, one is less concerned with one’s own needs, 
ideas or expression, than with those of the party or parties 
for whom one is mediating.”

Mediation



Mediation

Mediating a text involves passing on to another person the content of a text to which they do not have 
access, often because of linguistic, cultural, semantic or technical barriers. This is the main sense in 
which the 2001 CEFR text uses the term mediation. The first set of descriptor scales offered are for this, 
usually cross-linguistic, interpretation, which is increasingly being incorporated into language curricula 
(in e.g. Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Greece and Spain). However, the notion has been further 
developed to include mediating a text for oneself (for example in taking notes during a lecture) or in 
expressing reactions to texts, particularly creative and literary ones. 

Mediating concepts refers to the process of facilitating access to knowledge and concepts for others, 
particularly if they may be unable to access this directly on their own. This is a fundamental aspect of 
parenting, mentoring, teaching and training. Mediating concepts involves two complementary aspects: 
on the one hand constructing and elaborating meaning and on the other hand facilitating and 
stimulating conditions that are conducive to conceptual exchange and development.

Mediating communication: The aim of mediating communication is to facilitate understanding and to 
shape successful communication between users/learners who may have individual, sociocultural, 
sociolinguistic or intellectual differences in standpoint. The mediator tries to have a positive influence on 
aspects of the dynamic relationship between all the participants, including the relationship with him or 
herself. Often, the context of the mediation will be an activity in which participants have shared 
communicative objectives, but this need not necessarily be the case. The skills involved are relevant to 
diplomacy, negotiation, pedagogy and dispute resolution, but also to everyday social and/or workplace 
interactions. 



Mediation



Mediation



Feedback from piloting new scales

• “All the new descriptors seem suitable for goal-
setting and self-assessment.”

• “Descriptors for online interaction, mediating 
creative text (including literature) and mediating 
conceptsappear also suitable for teacher 
assessment.”

• “Descriptors for mediating informative text and for 
acting as an intermediary appear also suitable for 
examinations.”

From North, B. (2018) Presentation at CEBS conference



Mediation

In the two scales, Language A and Language B may 

be two different languages, two varieties of the same 

language, two registers of the same variety, or any 

combination of the above. 

However, they may also be identical. In the former 

case, users should specify the languages / varieties 

concerned; in the latter case, users should simply 

remove the parts in brackets. 



Mediation



Mediation



Mediation



Mediation in real life!

A C

Different

languages
language levels 

subject knowledge
fields (jargon)
learning needs

cultures
ages

opinions



Mediation as a professional competence:
Language teacher practices

As a teacher or observer, have you done or seen any 

of these things in a language classroom?



Language Audit | 7: Mediation
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CEFR Companion Volume 2018 – Study Work :





Certification – The CEFR Spectrum :



















CEFR Mediation – activities & strategies:

Transversal syllabus – beyond B2, or L2:

The world of work – employability:
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From competence to illustrative scale to descriptor 
to lesson plan: Mediation operationalised for the 

classroom



Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels, the user/learner
can recognize when disagreements occur.
At B1, he/she can obtain explanations, demonstrate understanding of the issues and
seek clarifications where necessary.
At B2, he/she can outline the main issues and the positions of the parties concerned,
identify common ground, highlight possible solutions and summarise what is agreed.
These skills are deepened at B2+, with the user/learner showing awareness of a
detailed understanding of the issues and eliciting possible solutions.
At the C levels, he/she has the diplomatic and persuasive language to do this more
effectively, guiding a delicate discussion sensitively.

FACILITATING COMMUNICATION IN DELICATE SITUATIONS AND DISAGREEMENTS







Spectrum - Mediation 
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CEFR Companion Volume 2018 – Study Work :





CEFR Mediation – activities & strategies:

Transversal syllabus – beyond B2, or L2:

The world of work – employability:





7: Mediation – The CEFR Spectrum :







7: Mediation = Quantity descriptors :





7: Mediation – Quality descriptors? :



7: Mediation – Quality descriptors :

Proficiency – Quality competencies :
Range :

Control :

Control – Grammar | Lexis :

Control – Phonology | Orthography :



















Cut – The CEFR Spectrum :





Theory without practice has 
no feet

Practice without theory has 
no head

Prof Enzo Tonti
Università di Trieste

Raising Standards – Take home messages :
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